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Free Amanita Newsletter 2/8/23: 
Salvation: only 1 among 10,000 souls white 

 

But those enemies of mine who did not want me to be king over them - 
bring them here and kill them in front of me. (Luke 19-27) 

 

1. Salvation: only 1 out of 10,000 souls white 
The biggest surprise in 2022 for me was that the number of white souls (whose names are in the 
Book of Life) continued to implode to a tiny level of just 1 among 10,000, that’s why we only have 
about a half million white souls worldwide, including the 144,000 sealed Jews (meanwhile the 
world population has collapsed to hardly more than 5 billion). So in 2022 not a *single* white soul 
was left among the thousands of subscribers of this free Amanita newsletter, that’s why I want to 
dedicate this free Amanita newsletter to the crucial question how to retrieve one’s soul from hellfire, 
in the form of a list with 21 points. This article is based on earlier articles on the issue of salvation, 
especially the one from 3/22/22 (Link). 

 

2. Free market commentary: 2023 the year of death & grief (biorhythm) 

And I say to you, make friends for yourselves by unrighteous mammon, that when you fail, they 
may receive you into an everlasting home. (Luke 16-9) 

As expected, the world situation escalated dramatically in 2022. Since the beginning of the end 
times in the narrow sense in 2016/17 the birth pangs of the Golden Age (Matthew 24) come faster 
& faster. Since the big Nostradamus timeline mid-December 2021 almost every week fulfills yet 
another major prophecy, as discussed in detail in the premium area. Review since 2019: 

(1) The final days of the year 2019 with the major stellium near the Galactic Center (in early 
Capricorn) was already mentioned as crucial in the circa 800-year-old Dresden Codex from the 
Mayas. It was also stated long in advance that the new age freaks with their mad forecasts for the 
Mayan date 2012 will meet their Waterloo. This was true, on a gross level nothing special 
happened at all, however, on the subtle level incredible things happened, namely mother earth 
losing her core veil on December 23, 2012 at 0:23 East Coast time through the Merlin lineage: 
double 23 code pointing to 2023 (where the gross effects of the subtle causes will become visible). 
Junior prophets (level of consciousness LoC<700 Link) can *never* clearly distinguish between 
subtle & gross, however the subtle level (=Yang) always is first, followed by the gross level (=Yin). 

In contrast, it was predicted here years in advance that the last days of 2019 would be the real 
Mayan timeline (on a more gross level). And this is exactly what happed, on 12/31/19 Covid was 
officially born & then the world changed from scratch to an extent that hardly anybody would have 
considered possible. In the premium area it was said in 2019 that from mid-January 2020 the topic 
of pandemics plays a great role, especially because of the opening of the 4th (green) seal of the 
Apocalypse & Saturn 0° Pluto (*the* constellation of pandemics in the past thousands of years, 
according to my research). Needless to say, exactly around mid-January 2020 the situation 
exploded in China & 1/21/20 Wuhan was closed. Already a century in advance the Buddhist monk 
Zigong prophesized that the Chinese New Year in early 2020 can’t be celebrated regularly 

because of a pandemic – what an incredible precision. 

https://www.amanita.at/docs/open/20220323-e.pdf
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable#toc12
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(2) For about 7 years ago mid-December 2021 was mentioned as *the* big Nostradamus timeline 
for the Whore of Babylon (=USA) defined 400-500 years ago: 73 years 7 months after the 
foundation of Israhell on 5/14/48. Indeed, on 12/17/21 the Russian bear gave an ultimatum to the 
NATO criminals led by the Whore of Babylon, which was a de facto war declaration against 
USrahell & thus the beginning of the end for the evil empire as well as the beginning of the ‘regular’ 
world war 3. The hybrid WW3 with the bio-weapon Covid began in 2020: 2020 was already 
mentioned a century ago as the onset of the 18 years of destruction in the Mongolian prophecy by 
Ferdinand Ossendowski. 

(3) The master date 2/22/2022 was given years in advance as the key date of 2022 & 1-2 months 
in advance it was said in the premium area this would mean the Ukraine war – which broke out 
February 17-24, 2022. 

(4) Already in an article written in 2018 I spoke of a total birth crash from 2022, which was later 
fine-tuned to Q2/2022 in the premium area: truly, from Q2/2022 the birth rates crashed as certainly 
*never* before in the past millennia. Even official numbers admit a collapse of up to 70%, how 
much worse must reality be then (because official data are nearly always heavily massaged)? 

(5) Long in advance it was predicted that from the 2nd half 2022 death squads would start to free us 
from politicians & other elites. As a matter of fact, in July 2022 the by far biggest series of 
assassinations in history began around the globe, the first was the earlier Japanese minister 
president Shinzo Abe on 7/8/22. Officially we have seen assaults on 1-2 dozen of mainly (pro-) 

Russian politicians, but reality this number is a mind-boggling 200-300… In principle, this fulfills the 
many prophecies of the murder of the world leaders to a large extent. 

(6) In the summer of 2022, Nov 8/9, 2022 was given as a major low point/ defeat for Russia in her 
fight against evil, which is why God’s iron rod must then take out the biggest guns. Again this was 
spot-on, on this very *day* Russia abandoned Kherson, which was interpreted by some military 
observers as the biggest Russian defeat since WW2. Immediately afterwards General 
‚Armageddon‘ Surovikin ended the nonsense of the ‚military special operation’ & began the real 

war, so almost all of Ukraine was briefly without power. The Ukraine war could have been over 
within weeks if Russia hadn’t behaved like a do-gooder but had things done in the optimal way: 
Russia will pay dearly for her sin of sloth/ cowardice/ wimpishness. 

How was it possible to come up with the very *date* of the biggest event in the Ukraine event? 
Mainly because since the biorhythm has been used in the premium area, which partly works to the 
very *day*, which is more than amazing. So in 2022 the Amanita timing got another booster, the 
Amanita methods are in continuous development & absolutely unique in this corner of the galaxy, 
there is nothing comparable. The biorhythm innovation in 2022 was the biggest since 2016 in the 
Amanita system. For the first time I have to say that the approach of timing hits the brick wall, i.e. a 
further increase of such timing accuracy is neither possible nor necessary nor meaningful. As 
always, all honor is due to the Most High, who revealed many of His secrets in 2022. 

Without doubt, world events unfold as foretold by the (good) prophecies. Unfortunately, the 
wannabe prophecy experts spread so much BS, especially that the event of the past 3-4 years are 
not part of the parties: nothing could be further from the truth than these lies. The errors of the 
wannabe experts make your toes curl in horror, they make almost all errors one can make. 

It begins with the selection of the prophetic sources, with both quantity & quality being a nightmare: 
normally they only rely upon a tiny number of sources, mainly the weakest of the bad ones & then 
they misinterpret them. Alone their interpretation is destroyed by hundreds of errors, with the worst 
likely is to demand 100% accuracy, which has *never ever* worked for junior prophets & even 
hardly for senior prophets because of their codes. In the Kali Yuga until 9/15/23 a mere 50% are 
quite good, we must wait until the 2030s for the Most High to pour out vakku siddhi (=perfect 
prophetic quality) upon the white souls, which is stated in several palm leaves. 

Within the framework of Amanita Market Forecasting some 500-1000 prophetic sources are 
systematically analyzed with tens of thousands prophecies – which is a drudgery but at least a 
success. The topic of pandemics was covered by at least hundreds of prophecies. And the Ukraine 
war was discussed in dozens of prophecies, yet most of them are unknown in Pussystan. For 
instance, an Orthodox Elder already prophesized in 2009 that Russia will at first will look weak 
during the Ukraine war & lose (in the eyes of the world), before she wins. The Russian reluctance 
to lead war is also described in Ezekiel 38-4, so God must *force* Russia into war. As everything 
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else, the outcome of the Ukraine war was already carved in stone before the universe was created, 
because in the eyes of the unmanifested God (Nirgun) time simply doesn’t exist – for God today is 
‘now’ in the same way as the events in a billion years. The outcome of the Ukrainian war has been 
crystal-clear for a long time, e.g. based on a prophecy from Kiev.  

Wannabe prophecy experts never understand the hierarchy within prophecies, there are 162 
parameters to describe prophets, some examples: 

(1) The crucial dividing line is between junior prophets (LoC<700) & senior prophets (LoC>700) 
based on the consciousness scale of David Hawkins MD PhD (Link), junior prophets are in 
principal apprentices in the field of prophecies. So the senior prophets define the structure, the 
trainees mainly mess around within this framework. 

(2) Only senior prophets can offer reliable timing, junior prophets consist of 3 sub classes: (a) For 
most of them timing means nothing at all or they don’t make any timing statements. (b) For a 
minority, their timing could *possibly* mean something. (c) A hand-picked list of sources offers 
timing that in principle means something, but not always & perhaps not with accuracy. However, 
after their death day many junior prophets fall 1-2 levels back in this model, i.e. they can hardly or 
not at all look beyond their death (e.g. Alois Irlmaier). Actually the first possible timeline of 

deterioration of junior prophets is the life age 66.6 years, because in the crash phase of one’s life 
cycle the excarnation begins. 

(3) Within the world religions there is a clear hierarchy: the best prophecies come from Hinduism & 
Buddhism, far behind are Judaism, Islam & Christianity. Within Christianity prophecies there are 3 
levels: (i) Orthodoxy is best, (ii) Catholicism is average, since the fall after the introduction of the 
Rosicrucian LoC=515 (Link) in the year 1409 (iii) Protestantism is worst, because Martin Luther 

had a black soul & his curse is still on these churches. From these churches the biggest junk 
arises, namely the myriads of ‘rapture’ videos. After a perceived number of 666 million wrong 
rapture calls you would expect that finally somebody uses their brain, but far from it. Regarding the 
‘rapture’ topic almost everything that can go wrong does go wrong, beginning with the fact that 
there won’t be a physical rapture, but only a rapture of the soul. Moreover, the numbers from 
Matthew 24 (code for 2024?) are always raped: “Two men will be in the same field, but only one 

will be taken, the other will be left.” This is usually misinterpreted as 50% of humanity being 
raptured, but this is totally wrong. In contrast, the reference base are the *diligent* workers of God 
(in the field or mill), which make up far less than 1% of world population: half of *them* will be 
raptured into heaven (confirmed by the allegory of the 5 smart & the 5 brainwashed virgins). 

(4) The age of prophecies is also very important: the older, the better. *All* world religions have 
experienced a consciousness fall in the past millennia, the smallest in Buddhism (Link) & the 
biggest in Christianity (Link), which Hawkins rightly labelled the biggest spiritual catastrophe in 
history. Prophecies made thousands of years ago are by far the best, those aged centuries are 
usually also quite ok but the one of the past decades are worst. E.g. almost *all* prophecies since 
WW2 have spoken of the evil Ivan & the ‘surprising’ Russian invasion. As always, the very 

opposite is true: *nobody* has been more patient with the powers of evil & *nobody* has warned 
the powers of darkness of evil more often than Russia. Only completely lobotomized can still be 
‘surprised’ now in 2023 when Russia defends itself against the goddam NATO hellhounds, the right 
of self-defense is of course fully covered by the law of nations. In the old prophecies these things 
were mostly depicted correctly & some Orthodox prophecies explicitly state that even the Antichrist 
will fear Russia – which becomes more & more visible since 2022. 

A small exception from this rule are the Vedic texts including palm leaves, whose roots are at least 
5-10,000 years old. They hardly ever warn of hell, because *at this time* this was not an issue yet. 
The hell realms were created after the Lucifer rebellion 26,000 years ago (Link) & for many 
thousands of years only contained fallen angels, not fallen humans. Only few souls had already 
fallen so low at this time that they could no longer reincarnate in a human body, but somewhere 
else (e.g. in an animal body or in hell). These & many other hierarchies are important to interpret 
contradictions between prophecies. 

2022 was the year of split & divisiveness, because the year number consisted only of the number 
2, so we indeed experienced a split on all levels: soul-wise, militarily SCO versus NATO criminals, 
biologically (humans with original DNA & jab mutants with extra-terrestrial DNA) etc. 3 is the 
number of death & the illuminati & 2(0)23 is the mirror number of 322 = Lodge of Death (Skull & 

https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable#toc17
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/Buddhismus-BW
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/Christentum-BW
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Historical_Timeline_Trigger_Events
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Bones). Psalm 23 (->2023) speaks of the passage through the valley of the shadow of death. 2023 
as the year of death & grief dwarfs everything the world has ever seen, but is nothing but a 
turquoise nightingale fart compared to 2024 (the year of Europa’s fall, zombies, cannibalism & the 
Kaiser). This has been recognized concurrently by a number of prophets, including Byron Searle = 
U B Ready with a high LoC=660 as of early 2023, who is almost a senior prophet LoC>700 (Link). 
In Hebrew (Link) 2023 is hor like horror but also like Horus, the chief of the gods in ancient Egypt, 
so the old Egypt will somehow rise & be resurrected. Moreover, the 4 *major* prophets of the Old 
Testament (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel & Daniel) in the 23rd-27th book of the Old Testament, i.e. the 
*major* Biblical prophecies mainly fulfill in the years 2023-27. 

Theoretically the 23 is also the number of rebirth in the Holy Bible (Link), although only 0.1% will 
use this opportunity. There are 4-7 key dates in 2023: one in spring 2023 & three in fall 2023 – 
perhaps another 1-3 dates which are questionable. Two of the fall dates reflect the logic discussed 
by Pastor Perry Stone. Especially the fall dates should fulfill certain Biblical prophecies like Daniel 
12-11ff, fall 2023 will be incredible… 

The most important & delightful death is the death of the Kali Yuga (dark age) on 9/15/23 after 
5125 years. Without doubt, the death of the financial system in fall 2023 predicted for almost a 
decade is a direct consequence, the other systems like the medical system (i.e. the satanic 
Rockefeller medicine), legal systems will die fairly close to the financial system (2023/24), praise 
Jesus Christ! Moreover, many illusions will die after reality shocks, Arthur Koestler put it that way: 
“Nothing is more sad than the death of an illusion.” 

Moreover, the global leader dies, from 2024 the people from the Temple Mount can no longer 
strangle humanity & the global alpha role will be transferred to the people of the Untersberg 
Mountain, who will fulfill the expectations in contrast to the Khazarian mafia, so Matthew 21-43 
fulfills in the full version from Marcioni (Link). 

Around 2018 comprehensive palm leaf analyses were conducted, where in the region of the 
Untersberg Mountain the first (minor) death wave in 2023/24 showed up & the second (much 
bigger) about a decade later (when the final big end times battle takes place in the Austrian 
Waldviertel, near the headquarter of the Kaiser). Yet it was added that deaths partially occur 
already one year or more *before* the prophesized date, which rather pointed to 2022/23. Either 
way, the mother of all death waves converges to 2022-24. Already in 2021/22 a *lot* more people 
died in the hybrid WW3 (=death jabs) than in the first two world wars *combined*. Later the history 
books will write that in the jab globocide in Gynocratia 2022 was the peak of the death wave of the 
oldest cohorts & in 2023 in the younger cohorts.  

Meanwhile at least 1/3 of the population in Castratia (=nasty socialist bloc with the center EUSA) 
has perished since the all-time highs in the 2010s. Similarly, already around mid-2022 the Chinese 
population was 30-35% lower than the official numbers (Link), now in early 2023 by 40-50% & very 
soon we are at less than half – hallelujah! China apparently experiences the peak of the death 
wave in *absolute* numbers now in early 2023. In Cuckburg (nasty socialistic block lead by EUSA) 
we have already reduced population by more than 1/3 since the all-time highs in the 2010s, as 
proven by dozens of data series in the premium area. Frighteningly, almost nobody realizes the 
amount of the population reduction, the deception of the (m)asses including the so-called ‘truthers’ 
is past the limit. In 2024 the death waves in the region of the Untersberg Mountain (where most 
palm leaves have been read) won’t be as dramatic, but in many other regions around the globe 
2024 will produce so many more casualties than 2022 & 2023. 

 

I want to thank you for your continued interest & may God bless you! 

Yours, 
Manfred Zimmel, MoD (Master of Disaster) 
Amanita Market Forecasting https://www.amanita.at/ (IP address 213.145.225.96) 
1190 Vienna, Austria - European Union 

Articles end times & electrosmog: https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog  

FAQ: http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng For further technical or administrative questions please contact my top assistant 
Peter Ressmann support@amanita.at. 

Premium subscription order page: http://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/price-list-order-form-premium-subscription 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOoDQ5Sq8sk
https://www.studylight.org/lexicons/eng/hebrew/2023.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVK2kMzlu1c
http://www.fallwelt.de/geheim/Mitternachtsland.pdf
https://www.epochtimes.de/china/von-bevoelkerungszahl-zum-corona-tod-chinas-raetselhafte-statistik-a4118843.html
https://www.amanita.at/
https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog
http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng
mailto:support@amanita.at
http://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/price-list-order-form-premium-subscription
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Content of free Amanita newsletter: The free Amanita newsletter is sent out every 3-12 months, it complements the 
Amanita premium newsletter subscription, which is published 1-5 times per month (target: 30-40 premium updates per 
year). The free market commentary is only considered to be a commentary on the financial markets. Financial forecasts 
in the narrow sense of the word are only offered in the premium market letter. 

Note that the Amanita system is optimized for smart instruments (futures, FOREX, CFDs, crypto-currencies). The 
Amanita system is based on a high degree of diversification in 5-6 markets (currencies including cryptos, agriculture, 
precious metals, energy, bonds - stock markets only very limited) & only makes sense as a whole (but never in 
isolation!), because all positions are well-orchestrated. 

For these 2 reasons (professional instruments & diversification) a replication only works for larger portfolios with at least 
EUR 400,000/ USD 500,000, as well as for institutions (among the premium subscribers there are fund managers 
managing billions of euros or dollars). Because the Amanita premium market letter is very different from every other 
market service on the planet, you should be prepared for at least 3-6 months to get acquainted with the Amanita system. 
That’s why the shortest subscription period is 6 months & trial subscriptions are no longer offered. Personal services had 
to be discontinued in 2008 because waiting times rose to more than one year. 

Disclaimer: All information and forecasts provided here have been researched to the best of my knowledge but are by no 
means a solicitation to buy or sell stocks or other securities. I do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness 
of any information and I am not responsible for any errors or omissions. Past performance does not guarantee future 
performance. All transactions in the financial markets are risky. Any liability for losses or damage is excluded. 
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Salvation: only 1 out of 10,000 souls white 

My God, why have you forsaken me? (psalm 22) 

The biggest surprise in 2022 for me was that the number of white souls (whose names are in the 
Book of Life) continued to implode to a tiny level of just 1 among 10,000, that’s why we only have 
about a half million white souls worldwide, including the 144,000 sealed Jews (meanwhile the 
world population has collapsed to hardly more than 5 billion). So in 2022 not a *single* white soul 
was left among the thousands of subscribers of this free Amanita newsletter, that’s why I want to 
dedicate this free Amanita newsletter to the crucial question how to retrieve one’s soul from hellfire, 
in the form of a list with 21 points. This article is based on earlier articles on the issue of salvation, 
especially the one from 3/22/22 (Link). 

New statistics on white souls 

My very first projections 5-10 years ago were based on the 144,000 Jewish chosen ones, who are 
about 1-2% of the Jewish population, then I used the same 1-2% for the whole world population. 
But then I realized that Judaism enjoys several privileges until 9/15/13 as the chosen people, e.g. a 
higher percentage of white souls compared to the goyim. Later I discovered some concurrent 
sources that left no doubt that only 1 out of 1000 souls will remain white (be saved) - to be precise 
0.12% according to the Gospel of Thomas #23 (code for 2023). This tiny number was hard to 
accept, because at the beginning of the 21st century the white souls were still the majority. Then in 
May/ June 2021 a part of the white souls experienced the preliminary sealing (Golden crowns 
according to psalm 21 -> 2021), which was a kind of betrothal with God. However, most of these 
engagements were dissolved, because of the misconduct of these souls. 

In 2022 this ratio even dropped to 1 among 10,000, which was a surprise, but it was encoded in 
psalm 91/ 11-12: „Though 1,000 may fall at your side, and 10,000 at your right hand, no harm will 
come near you [=white souls].“ Until 2022 I didn’t understand why two numbers (1000 & 10,000) 

were mentioned: 1: 10,000 means the ones who experience a short-term fall, then the soul review 
etc. follow & this number goes up 10fold to the final number 1:1000. The number of the verse 
numbers 11+12 yields 23 & thus also is a code for 2023. In the darkest hour of humanity Jesus 
Christ before his death quoted psalm 22-2 (-> 2022): „My God, why have you forsaken me?“ (Eli, 
Eli, lama asabtani?) By the way, psalm 22 -> 2022 is the only one talking of abandonment by God 

& demonstrates that 2022 was the worst God-forsakenness for humanity. In addition, newer 
prophetic sources speak of 1:10,000, for instance Anna from Brazil in an 8/17/22 video from Peniel 
Ngonde (Link). The sum of the verses of the 91st psalm 11+12 yields 23 & thus is a code for the all-

time low 1:10,000 in 2023. Old Austrian legends (Link #55 #56 #68) say regarding the time before 
the Kaiser is initiated: “The Christians [white souls] in Austria have enough space under a tree.” 

Because of the death jabs etc. the Austrian population falls to less than 5 million by 2024, 1/10,000 
is about 500: this is the number of people which can stand below an old big tree. 

Profile of the white souls 

Apart from myself, only 3 (!!!) persons on my personal observation list could remain consistently 
white since 2020, with their names written in the Book of Life. I was a chameleon in early 2012 & 
thus in danger of losing my soul. 2 of these 3 are yoga teachers (one of them kundalini yoga) & 
mantra singers, this is significant. No. 3 is a medical doctor with the focus on anthroposophy, which 
is based on *all* major world religions (especially Christianity & Hinduism). Thus all 4 permanently 
white souls have a rather strong Hindu background, the reason is obvious: with LoC=970 the 
Vedas & Upanishads calibrate *by far* highest among all classic spiritual texts (Link) – only the 
Sermon on the Mount comes close with LoC=955. 

Then a small number of people exists that has changed sides a few times in the past years (white/ 
black/ chameleon). It’s not easy to say who is still a crosser & who has fully lost their soul, but I 
arrive approximately at a dirty dozen. I call them filthy buggers because on the Jewish scale of 
impurity 0-50 they are mainly in the 20s & 30s & thus rather dirty on a soul level, their spiritual 
garment is not white. One of the 12 litterbugs is Sergey Koltsov who got black in the first quarters 

https://www.amanita.at/docs/open/20220323-e.pdf
https://youtu.be/d-eFUTVA1f4?t=421
https://www.sagen.at/texte/sagen/oesterreich/oberoesterreich/allgemein/weltuntergang.html
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable
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2022. On 12/8/22 (Link) he admitted that he was ‚closed‘ for a longer time, which means about the 
same as a black soul. He could open himself in fall 2022 with the new functional corrector New 
Star. 

The dirty dozen is more heterogeneous than the 4 white chosen ones, still *all* of them have a 
profession in the area of spirituality & healing. This is a corroboration that the time effort is 
decisive: with a normal bread-and-butter job & family it is extremely possible or outright impossible 
to achieve the necessary 3-6 hours of spiritual work per day. Normally there are only 3 solutions for 
the time problem: either reduce one’s working time or private time dramatically – or have a spiritual 
profession, which is most compatible with a normal life. Depending on the kind of spiritual 
profession an additional 1-2 hours during one’s private time might be enough. The Most High 
wants us to set clear priorities on *all* levels, especially when it comes to the 24 hours everybody 
has. 

There is yet another specialty among these 16 (rather) white souls: almost all of them include body 
work in their spiritual approach, which is nearly always part of the Hindu path (hatha yoga). The 
exceptions with little body inclusion are 2 Christian youtubers who are the weakest in the dirty 
dozen & thus 2022 black most of the time. Christianity is the only major world religion with almost 
no body relation, Islam also has very little, but at least the Sufis (dance of the dervishes) have a 
strong body correlation, that’s why they calibrate *hundreds* of points higher than the other Islamic 
traditions (Link). So this explains the tiny number of Christians, which is a general phenomenon: 
David Hawkins called the fall of Christianity the biggest spiritual tragedy in history. 

I also found astonishingly low LoCs in the Merlin lineage, which puzzled me for a long time, but I 
also see the lack of body integration as the main factor (overlap with the totally ungrounded neo 
Advaita). 2008-12 was my intense tantra time, where I was amazed to calibrate the highest LoCs in 
these seminars: most were in the mid- to late 500s. Western tantra is derived from many sources, 
especially kundalini yoga and white & red tantra. I found the second highest LoCs among kirtan 
visitors (mantra chanters), albeit depending heavily on their guru. 

As my yoga teacher for many years said: no raja Yoga (=spirit) without hatha yoga (=body) & vice 
versa. The physical body is almost the weakest link in the chain, there is the reason why the devil 
wants to poison us by all means, so our body (the temple of our soul) can’t hold a vibration & 
automatically becomes a portal for dark powers. Examples: dead or GMO food, air pollution, 
thousands of industrial toxins, chemtrails, electrosmog & worst of all of course the Covid death 
jabs. Note that in earlier times the body relation was less important for a number of reasons, e.g. 
because the intoxication of humanity was small until the 19th & partly 20th century, a lot of body 
work was part of our everyday lives & spiritual processes were unfolding so much slower, so the 
automatic embodiment (over time) was enough. 

21 reasons for a black soul 

According to the Most High, there are on average 26 causes for a black soul for a person, which 
however correlates a lot with the soul age according to Wolfgang Lißeck (Link), i.e. the older the 
soul, the more roots: old souls can have hundreds or even thousands of underlying causes. Below 
please find 21 reasons roughly sorted according to their statistical frequency, with each factor 
possibly having dozens of sub-items, so we arrive at thousands of possible roots: 

(1) Electrosmog (cell phone, vaccines etc.) 

This topic has been discussed in great detail since 2010, the cell phone is the mark of the 666 
beast & opens the soul access (Link). Unfortunately, this is not understood by 99% of the spiritual 
circles, apart from a few electrosmog refugees living in a not spot everybody is affected by 
electrosmog. According to a small study by Dr. Luis de Benito with N=137 (Link) 86% of the jabbed 
produce bluetooth electrosmog, i.e. the mutants (without placebo jabs) can no longer turn off their 
electrosmog, they have a kind of tiny cell phone in them. Father Paisios from Mt. Athos already 

warned in 1987 that the vaccine would be mark of the 666 beast (to be precise combination of cell 
phone & vaccine). Thanks God, most of the zombies will be roasted in hellfire by 2024. The other 
14% were in 2021 those with nothing but placebo jabs, needless to say in 2023 this share is a lot 
smaller because of the much bigger number of death shots. 

https://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-213.html
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/Islam-BW
http://www.w-lisseck.de/Leseprobe_Seelen.pdf
https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog
https://rumble.com/vppv0h-dr.-luis-de-benito-shares-part-of-his-report-on-the-mac-address-phenomenon-.html?mref=lveqv&mc=48pz1
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(2) Spiritual time effort 3-6 resp. 8-12 hours per day 

About 6 centuries ago the Italian monk Ragno Nero recommended at least 3 hours per day of 

spiritual work from 2018 (Link). Without doubt, the monk was right, since 2018 there is no quick & 
easy fix for the soul problem. The reason is that in 2018 the black horseman of the Apocalypse 
began, since 2018 souls have gotten black with light speed. For the same reason the Lord told me 
to write the first article on black souls in 2018, released in early 2019. 

The reason is that the age (Kali Yuga) of spiritual delegation to gurus ends now, you must have a 
good personal relationship with the Most High. However, these 3-6 hours are the minimum to keep 
one’s soul clean, a black soul certainly must spend at least 8-12 hours per day to change tack, so 
there is very little time for *anything* else. 

Bizarrely, many ask how should I fill out these 3-6 or 8-12 hours? The real question is just the 
another way round: how can I achieve (with divine help) the impossible in spite of the day having 
only 24 hours? There are 3 different kinds of spiritual work: (1) spiritual theory (2) spiritual practice 
(3) spiritual everyday life.  

(1) Spiritual theory: For spiritual beginners (>95% of humanity) spiritual theory is the main 
challenge, as stated by Hosea 4-6: „My people are destroyed because they lack knowledge of me.“ 

When we define the spiritual knowledge required in the end times as 100%, then humanity on 
average has only 2-3%, i.e. almost nothing. 

Earning one’s spiritual base certainly needs thousands of hours, note: on average a full time job 
means 1800-2000 working hours per year. Two good entry points: David Hawkins (12 books & 
de.spiritualwiki.org) & Jayant Athavale (spiritualresearchfoundation.org), both with a high truth 
content but not 100%. The biggest nonsense of Athavale is his angel article (Link). Excellent 

sources for spiritual warfare include spiritreports.blogspot.com with more than 9300 PDF pages & 
the YouTube channel of Peniel Ngonde (Link). Lisa Renee (ascensionglossary.com) is a very 
comprehensive yet also very demanding source. 

(2) Spiritual practice: In contrast to the spiritual theory, the spiritual practice is a lot more 
heterogeneous & specific for each person. Since my satori event in mid-December 1992 (first 
touch of enlightenment on average LoC=585 Link) I have tried thousands of spiritual methods & 
practiced many of them for a longer time, in principle all of them can help. Unfortunately, now in 
2023 almost all prayers are sin, as described in psalm 109, see a separate point on prayers & why 
they are not answered. In 2023 about 95-99% of the spiritual gatherings & sessions are sin & 
(very) negative for one’s salvation, because these gurus no longer have a white soul. Although the 
3 worst spiritual practices are babbling in tongues, family constellations & reiki, it can in principle 
mean every spiritual or healing method. By *far* worst is the babbling in tongues, which I 
experienced twice: each time a huge number of demons arrived almost immediately. Only a few 
percentage points of the churches are still controlled by angels, almost all by fallen angels = 
demons. Visiting a church in the hands of the devil means most likely one is battered by demons, 
e.g. you might get curses, astral dirt, implants etc. 

(3) Lack of physical integration & detoxification, especially vaccinations 

Again this is a very common problem. Homeopathy has pointed out the miasmas, the 3 main 
miasmas are psora, sycosis & syphilis, which describes the decay of humanity during the Kali 
Yuga. Thousands of years ago still the rather superficial psora miasma = skin diseases, e.g. the 
Holy Bible talks of the lepers. Later we continued to drop into the sycosis miasma & more than 500 
years ago at the beginning of the modern age we began the syphilis miasma of destruction, which 
dominates today. The instruments of destruction are weapons & toxins, that’s why today 
intoxication is a huge problem like *never* before. According to the Klinghardt axiom, for every 
spiritual toxin there is a gross equivalent, which is true both on an individual & collective level, i.e. a 
black soul always accumulates more poison, as does humanity as a whole. 

The peak of the autointoxication are of course the Covid death jabs with mRNA, where the poison 
sits as deep as possibly & almost irreversibly (DNA) & the very limited life-time creates an 
enormous time pressure. For the *real* jab monsters the ship has sailed (about 20% of the Covid 
shots were placebos), all that matters for them is to carve out as enough time to make their souls 

https://expandourmind.com/2016/07/20/ragna-nero-xv-century-prophecies-1999-2016-2017/
https://www.spiritualresearchfoundation.org/spiritual-research/other-spiritual-research/types-and-hierarchy-of-angels/
https://www.youtube.com/@penieleternal8386
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable#toc14
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white again. A realistic goal for vaccine zombies (not including those who received only placebo 
shots) is to extend their lifetime until (late) 2024, because of the liberation from the soul prison in 
2024, as described in psalm 24. 

Still, the death jabs are only the culmination & end of a trend that began millions of years ago & 
accelerated 75,000 years ago, when the 666 quarantine seal was installed in the solar system 
during the Nephilim wars, installing the totally abnormal reincarnation duty on this slave planet 
(Link). Already 75,000 years ago humanity was a terrible pest for the rest of the galaxy, but nothing 
compared to today. 

For the rest of humanity the shedding problem is important, too, and a lot more than admitted. The 
spike protein=prion calibrates extremely low at LoC=20=black magic=spiritual war: this topic 
became popular in 2020 with the double 20=war. The prion pulls down into the lowest hell level & 
as of early 2023 the subtle field is still very strong, definitely a *huge* burden for *every* human. Of 
course, one should avoid crowds of people with a zombie stench, the mutants stink of cadaveric 
poison (cadaverin & putrescin) because they are certainly written in the Book of Death (=hell). And 
the higher-dimensional field won’t go away before 2024 when most jab mutants are tormented in 
hellfire, where the receive the fair wage – praise Jesus Christ! With the fire of God one can burn 
out infections on both a gross & subtle level. On average a human has 10 gross infections in 2023, 
but >10,000 subtle infections. 

For the detoxification we need to adopt a two-pronged approach, i.e. both spiritual/ soulish & 
bodily. An Orthodox priest cried for 40 days in order to clean his soul after the death jab (Link): this 
is the minimum program for those who were spiritually very advanced before the death shot – all 
others must add at least a zero. However, after these 40 days this priest still didn’t have a white 
soul, as he was a chameleon. It needs a soul temperature 1008° C (Link) to destroy graphenoxide 
(nanolipids), which is able to withstand more than 900° C (Link). Practical comments detoxification 
methods: 

* Koltsov plates: The 5 basic correctors are 1+2+4 (men) resp. 1+2+3 (women), moreover since 
2020 also the plandemics corrector gift of fire. Then we have the 6 magical plates to open (Covid 
closes a lot Link): Transformation, Solar, Gift of the Skies, Sunny Smile, New Time & Wheel of the 
Fate. Because Covid has *always* mainly been a blood disease, you need functional correctors for 
heart & circulation, e.g. no. 9, Manasarovar / Kailash & Pearl of Serbia, moreover the bracelets 
Cardio & Venorm. In some circumstances you also need spiritual plates like Transmutation burning 
entities as does no. 20 (war plate) & erases negative rhythms like Source of Great Mountain. 

Covid has *always* primarily been a heart-/ circulation pandemic, which is admitted by the lying 
press but denied by the truther devils. Since 2020 the so-called truthers lie more than the lying 
press, which is more than shocking. The ‘truthers’ lie 24/7 that in 2020 we didn’t have a Covid 
plandemic yet, as nearly always the lying press is closer to the truth than the ‘truthers’. As already 
predicted here in 2010 (Link) the life expectancy in Castratia has been falling since 2013/14 (40 
quarters of testing that began on 8/23/13) & death rates already exploded *hundreds* (!) of 
percentage points in 2013-19, which was proved through a number of data series (before they 
were totally counterfeited) – which is 100% swept under the rug by the ‘truthers’ & the lying press, 
both satanic groups try their best to sugarcoat the incredible dynamic of the death wave. Moreover 
a study with British data from the year 2020 has revealed a death risk of Covid patients almost 2 
zeros (81 times +8000%) elevated, with the focus on heart & circulation (Link). The British data 
have consistently turned out as the least counterfeited. 

* Biomagnetism according to Dr. Isaac Goiz: Simplified home user protocol according to Dr. Mario 
Ricardo Rodriguez Ramirez (Link), perhaps also according to Dr. Moses Durazo (Link). 

* Essential oils: Frankincense is *the* universal essential oil & a door-opener because of its effect 
against black magic, there is a reason, why the savior received frankincense upon his birth. 

* Colloidal silver: Silver is the soul metal, the silver chord connects the soul with the body. It is said 
that werewolves can only be killed with silver bullets: there is some truth to that also when it comes 
to the jab werewolves, who are terrible energy vampires & suck us humans out. Silver helps to 
protect the soul (Yin), while gold helps to protect the spirit (Yang). Haggai 2-8 says: „the silver is 
mine and the gold is mine, declares the LORD Almighty.” There is a good ointment (Link). 

https://energeticsynthesis.com/resource-tools/news-shift-timelines/3188-historical-timeline-trigger-events
https://www.dict.cc/?s=cadaveric
https://www.dict.cc/?s=poison
https://gloria.tv/post/22ETCov7JjPf3rvvgDghspE7F
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYLit_6CMGQ
https://transition-news.org/ehemalige-mitarbeiterin-von-pfizer-sagt-graphenoxid-in-den-gen-praparaten-wird
https://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-216.html
https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog/mystery-2012-part-4-peak-population-coming-collapse-of-global-health
https://science.orf.at/stories/3217200/
https://en.univich.com/product/book-of-biomagnetic-pairs/
https://www.amazon.de/dp/1536816744/ref=pe_27091401_487024491_TE_item
https://www.amazon.de/gp/product/B003KO1O5I/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
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* Manual therapies (acupressure, chiropractic, Bowen, osteopathy, fascia & strength training): 
There is a virus point on the lower underarm (lung meridian 7 Link) near the wrist a little bit towards 
the crook of the arm, about where one feels the pulse. This virus point can be used both 
diagnostically & therapeutically: when a tight pressure hurts, then you have a virus infection. 
During acute infects you can massage the virus point every hour, similar to the general pain point 
large intestine 4 between the thumb & index finger, which is especially good for a sore throat. 

 

* Zapper Diamond Shield Crystal (Link): especially the chips 4W 4 walls (protection against 
infection by the German healing practitioner Alan Baklayan), DTX (detox), AIM (auto-immune 
regulation especially vaccine damages), BiBlo (bioenergetic blockades), ImVir (viruses), Sch-M 
(sniffles) & GR-M (influenza), as well as the basic Diamond Shield, continuous zapping 33 kHz 
(Hulda Clark) & 3.92 Hz (Robert Beck). The best effect is achieved with the fractal amplifier. 

* Bowel cleanse: Both health & death sit in the intestines, this is known in naturopathy, the likely 
best intestinal cure is Colo-Vada Plus. 

* Energy spiral 54cm Dr. Anton Stangl: with 400-500,000 Bovis (Link) 

* Bloodletting according to the protocol of Hildegard von Bingen (Link, Link): The natural alternative 
compared to the apheresis (blood purification) booming since the jab globocide 2021, which only 
takes 10-15 minutes instead of 4-5 hours & is 30 times cheaper (€30-€100 versus €1000-€3000). 
Once upon a time the recommended bloodletting interval was every 6 months, but now in the end 
times you rather need it every 1-3 months. What matters is that the blood changes from the dark & 
thick thrombosis blood into the light & fluent normal blood: without this change one moon cycle 
later appears the best choice. The only drawback is that during acute problems it is not always 
possible, as it can only be done in the days after a full moon. In the case of life danger one might 
try to combine the two methods (which most likely won’t work either because of the long waiting 
times). 

* Homeopathy (anthroposophy): especially snake toxins like Lachesis, because Lucifer is the 
snake, Aurum/ Lavandula comp. (with Aurum D4). Moreover, Chavita 4 from the Rubimed AG (Dr. 
Reimar Banis Psychosomatic Energetics) was created especially for the heart chakra. 

* Walter, salt & thermal/ cold treatments (nasal irrigations, footbaths, base baths, sauna): These 3 
treatments are very important & basic treatments. There is a reason why the Sermon on the 
Mountain says that we are the salt of the earth. These healing methods go back thousands of 
years, including Hippocrates the father of modern medicine, later Sebastian Kneipp etc. Why is salt 

so good? Because it cleanses on a subtle level, also working against black magic (Link), illustrated 
by an interesting story (Link). Unfortunately, the ‚truthers‘ with their black souls bet on pharma dirt 
like Ivermectin. Nose irrigations with salt reduce the risk of a Covid hospitalization to 1/8 according 
to Steve Kirsch (Link). This is at least as good as other methods, yet with very little effort & at 
almost no cost, and certainly without side-effects. 

According to one study, regularly having a sauna lowers the death risk by 70% (Link), because of 
the main impact on the cardiovascular system now in 2023 rather by 90-95% when one follows the 
protocol of Pastor Kneipp. In this protocol you follow a cycle of 2 hours, i.e. you make 2 sauna 
sessions with only one short break in-between for drinking water & an *ice-cold* shower, then you 
should stay away from the heat until 2 hours after you first entered the sauna. Years ago cold 

https://www.zentrum-der-gesundheit.de/bibliothek/naturheilkunde/behandlungsformen/akupressurpunkte
https://diamondshieldzapper.com/vertriebspartner/
https://naturkristall.de/energiespirale.html
https://hildegardaderlass-toeth.at/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Hildegard-Aderlass-nach-Dr.-Toeth_Aerzte-2021.03.02.pdf
https://hildegardvonbingen.info/service/arzte-therapeuten/
https://www.spiritualresearchfoundation.org/spiritual-healing/self-healing/salt-water-remedy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAp6KmgqmTo
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-study-a-simple-nasal-wash-reduces
https://www.derstandard.de/story/2000096261988/in-der-sauna-schwitzen-je-haeufiger-desto-besser#Echobox=1547656230
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showers alone lowered the sick leaves by 30%, especially by strengthening the leukocytes (Link). 
Very cold showers have dozens of positive effects, especially because cold water & workouts 
activate vitamin D, see Dr. Raimund von Helden (Link). 

Then you have electrolysis foot spas, where Dr. Klinghardt (Link) recommends the platinum coil by 
KI Science, which however costs EUR 500-3000, compared to EUR 70 e.g. by Hydrosana. 

Platinum shall prevent a second toxin resorption, but only at the major disadvantage that you no 
longer see you own dirt. These foot baths detox aluminum, which is in vaccines & chemtrails. 

* Hyperbaric oxygen therapy 

* Teas: pine needles, cat claw, cistus, lungwort, lion’s tooth roots, hawthorn & forsythia. Hawthorne 
was already mentioned by Jahenny as a remedy when for the ‘sudden & unexpected’ deaths. And 
forsythia was mentioned in a 2012 study of the German Bundestag (Link). The outbreak in China 
came within *1 day* (!) after 66.6/2 quarters after the release of the film Contagion (September 3/9, 

2011). This movie even contained the bat as the scapegoat, moreover the remedy forsythia (Link, 
Link). According to Dr. Judy Mikovits suramin made from pine needles is the antidote of the elites. 

* Food supplements: combination of bromelain & acetylcysteine (Link), healing earth/ zeolite/ 
bentonite, garlic (unpeeled garlic cloves against the jab vampires), curcuma, black cumin oil, 
turpentine, osha (bear root), Pianto Biotic SB (Link  potent heart remedy), magnesium (applied 
locally in the form of magnesium oil), Q10 & B3 (important for the energy metabolism) 

* Clear the heart nerve: The heart nerve is below the left ribcage, then in the middle of the of the 
ribcage & horizontally below the left collarbone. It is cleared with a simple massage. 

* Subliminals: e.g. Maximum Immune Response (Link) 

(4) Black holes, karma knots, core veil, qliphoth & other (pseudo) veils 

Black holes (Link) can be everywhere in the system & because of their blackness (=maximum Yin) 
pull down into the depths of hell. Both karma knots & black holes are formed over many 
incarnations through the increasing densification of an issue, e.g. pride (LoC=170), rage 
(LoC=150), greed (LoC=125), fear (LoC=100), grief (LoC=70), despair (LoC=50) etc. As long as 
you still have a karma knot, you definitely must incarnate in the prison of a physical body & can’t 
lose your core veil. Karma knots sit in the spine & arise out of certain issues, the last karma knot to 
leave is in the tailbone with the issue of fear of death. The very young & very old souls (in their last 
incarnation) don’t have a karma knot. 

And as long as you still have a core veil, it is almost impossible to keep your soul white, because 
the separateness from God is simply too big. When all karma knots are gone, then your core veil 
can be removed in order to break the chain of incarnations on this slave planet (Link). The Jewish 
concept qliphoth is similar: husks veiling the sparks of divine light emanation. In tantric Kashmir 
Shivaism the 5 kanchukas (husks) around the purusha (spirit) are known, they are no. 7-12 of the 
36 tattvas, the 6th sattva is maya=illusion/ matrix (Link). Although the loss of veils is by itself 
irreversible, the black side can install pseudo-veils, which are half as powerful as the actual veils. 

(5) Spiritual scales 

I use *hundreds* of different spiritual scales (because *every* weak spot is a potential portal for the 
dark powers), one should optimize the most important ones *directly* via prayer: 

* Level of consciousness 0-1000: scale of David Hawkins MD PhD (Link) 

* Soul impurity 0-50: Jewish scale (Link) 

* Soul level 0-100%: general condition of the soul (best value 100%) 

* Spiritual level 0-100%: according to Dr. Athavale (Link) 

* Blood quotient 0-100%: being filled with the blood of the lamb (Jesus Christ) 

* Martyr quotient 0-100%: willingness to lay down one’s life for God (equals an Athavale value 60% 
resp. Hawkins LoC=600) 

https://utopia.de/ratgeber/kalt-duschen-so-gut-ist-es-fuer-die-gesundheit/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9thFU6En10
https://www.lifeandlove.de/der-zusammenhang-von-5g-impfung-und-corona/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THDycKvOnY4
https://444prophecynews.com/the-mad-cow-bites-anno-domini-144k/
https://444prophecynews.com/prion-fighters-found-in-gods-plants-anno-domini-144k/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33800932/
https://www.biovertrieb.at/produkt/pianto-biotic-kreislauf-sb/
https://subliminal-shop.com/products/maximum-immune-response-v3
https://de.scribd.com/book/524123098/Vortexhealing-Divine-Energy-Healing-A-Magical-Path-of-Healing-and-Awakening
https://www.vortexhealing.org/article-awakening.pdf
https://practiceforus.com/maya-and-the-five-kanchukas-3/
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable
https://aish.com/who-knows-50/
https://www.spiritualresearchfoundation.org/spiritual-practice/spiritual-growth/spiritual-level/
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* Surrender quotient 0-100%: surrender to divine will 

* Light quotient 0-100%: being fulfilled with divine light, e.g. see Lisa Renee (Link) 

* Number of spots on one’s spiritual garment: one should have 0 spots 

* Fear of God 0-100%: „The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom“ (psalm 111) 

* Our Father 0-100%: how much of that is embodied in one’s life? 

* Soul temperature: should be 1008° (Link) 

* Jyotirlinga 0-72: for men (Link) 

* Körbler vector entire system (Link): ideally <90°, here one can also use the lines as suggested by 
the New Homeopathy 

* Life energy 0-100% 

* Embodiment of 330 million divine qualities (Link): There are 7 levels, the lowest (Yin) only means 
a short touch for maybe 3-5 seconds, the 7th=highest level (Yang) is the heavenly anchor, which is 
when a quality is anchored in the system almost irreversibly & can’t be lost or stolen. Within these 
qualities 0-100% can be manifested. 

(6) Demonic possessions 

Unfortunately, almost always possessions are only understood to be found on a body level, 
however almost never possessions in soul, spirit & other parts of the system. For this reason, 
*some* people are free from body possessions, but they still have soul possessions & even more 
spirit possessions. Strong body possessions may create behavioral problems (*very extreme* 
forms are depicted by exorcism films), however soul possessions are subtler & thus stronger, the 
subtlest = strongest are the spirit possessions. The rule of thumb is: you can only perceive & drive 
out beings that calibrate lower than you, with a parallel hierarchy white & black. Example: you need 
an Athavale level of at least 70% (which is in 2023 only found among a small number of hand-
picked people on the planet) to perceive & drive out a black snake kālā nāg which manipulates the 
highest soul levels (Link). The Benedictine exorcism is a powerful prayer, yet only clears demons 
up to 65% strength, so it is not enough for black snakes (Link). 

Mark 5 talks of about 5000 demons (one legion) in one man, while high numbers are never 

mentioned by the wannabe exorcists, who talk of one demon or a few at most – so who is right? As 
always the Boss is right, because the demons in soul & spirit could *not* hide from the Most High, 
while they can easily hide from wannabe exorcists. It is true that on average there is a one-digit 
number of possessions in the body, but hundreds in the soul & thousands in the spirit (but maybe 
by beings that must be classified as extraterrestrials rather than demons). In early 2023 only some 
hundreds of people are totally free from *all* possessions. From shamanism we know soul loss, 
with similar consequences like possession, however must be addressed in a different way, namely 
as ‘liberation’ & ‘soul retrieval’. 

This almost 100% misunderstanding of the nature of possessions (in *all* religious, spiritual, 
esoteric & occult circles) also made the soul of Dr. Jayant Athavale black, also the failure of all (?) 

of his forecasts was a major alarming signal. In his 2013 sadistics he spoke of 30% humans with 
possessions (Link). On the one hand this percentage has of course exploded in the past decade & 
since 2022 at least 100% of all humans are attacked & most of the time also possessed. On the 
other hand, his definition of possession is limited to the physical body & the subtle bodies close to 
the physical body (etheric, emotional & mental body). However, at least 81 subtle bodies do exist.  

(7) Answers to prayers 

The topic of a missing answer to one’s prayers is a long runner & an incredibly big topic that can fill 
many books, so it can only be touched briefly here, because 5000+ factors play a role. 7 
prerequisites for answers to prayers according to one model (Link): (1) condition of heart (2) 
sacrifices (3) behavior (4) enough time (5) forgiveness, innocence (6) fear of God (7) sanctity. Only 
when all 7 conditions are fulfilled, then you can access the 7 altars for prayer fulfillment (Link): (1) 

http://www.energieessenzen.de/pdf3/das%20solar%20kreuz.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYLit_6CMGQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jyotirlinga
https://gesund-mit-zeichen.de/vektorenkreis-und-heilzeichen/
https://www.hindu-blog.com/2008/05/330-million-gods-in-hindu-religion.html
https://www.spiritualresearchfoundation.org/de/spirituelle-forschung/geister-negative-wesenheiten/geister-arten-merkmale/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4ePKVBjttk
https://www.spiritualresearchfoundation.org/de/ungl%c3%bccklich-sein-ursache/daemonische-besessenheit/besessener-anteil-weltbevoelkerung/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ze-rh7k82uM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ze-rh7k82uM
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condition of heart & character (2) family (3) enemies (4) spiritual warfare (5) grace of God (6) God 
love (7) cross. 

These 7 main items have myriads of sub items, e.g. the extent of forgiveness depends on 200+ 
sub-factors, in the most extreme case all 80,000 hindrances known in Buddhism may prevent 
forgiveness. From Matthew 18 we know that you won’t be granted forgiveness unless you forgive 

yourself. The very popular false teaching of a ‘forgiveness automatism’ (both in Christianity & new 
age) 100% comes from the devil & includes only one factor: you ask God to forgive XY & then the 
‘divine forgiveness machine’ will always & without exception 100% fulfill this wish. It goes without 
saying that nothing could be further from the truth than this brain-dead assumption… in 2022 the 
sin forgiveness quota was only a tiny 1-2% (mainly tiny sins), without priestly assistance it is even 
lower… 

Millions of books, audios & videos ceaselessly repeat the mantra of forgiveness – which however 
is mostly futile for >99.9% of the world population. Forgiveness calibrates at a level of 
consciousness LoC=540, only for those with an LoC>540 remission is easy & fast – but their share 
has gone down to less than 0.1% of world population. More than 99.9% of world population must 
first pray that they learn to forgive, everything else is like the first-grader who wants to solve an 
equation with 10 unknowns. Forgiveness calibrates at LoC=540. 

The Jewish teshuva protocol (Link) includes 14 points & thus is light years better than today’s so 
popular & absurd forgiveness protocol. Still, it still misses 100+ factors, one of the most important 
ones being whether or not you forgive your debtors, as expressed by the parable of the unforgiving 
servant (Link). 

And yet, successful forgiving is not identical at all with impunity, one must 100% distinguish 
between karma & soul: not punishing one’s debtors means one encourages them to commit similar 
sins in the future & then you are complicit in these future sins. Although one has to purify the soul 
from all *personal* irreconcilabilities, one must *at the same time* (!) insist on God’s wrath, see 
Revelation 6-10: 

They [the saints] called out in a loud voice, “How long, Sovereign Lord, holy and true, until you 
judge the inhabitants of the earth & avenge our blood?” 

The mingling of these 2 levels is a very grave sin jeopardizing one’s salvation. Punishment is part 
of the concept of sin prevention in the widest sense. Even David Hawkins was brainwashed in this 
respect & rejected the Book of Revelation as a whole, that’s why he didn’t go to a very high level in 
heaven after his death. We can’t let anyone enter into heaven who refuses to express God’s wrath 
as his iron rod. Example: the left Freemasonic judicial system often refuses to jail child rapists, so 
these judges load the death sin of child abuse on *their* karma account, leading to incredible 
torment after death. To a lesser degree it is already enough to endorse such a policy for the same 
sin being booked to one’s karma account. 

To some degree, all of that has been true since the beginning of Last Judgment at Pentecost 2019, 
but it fully counts after the end of the dark age on 9/15/23. The past two millennia belonged to the 
suffering Christ, who was a curse of the Father against humanity, which is however never ever 
realized. There are many curses of God against humanity, e.g. Genesis 3-16: “To the woman he 
said, I will make your pains in childbearing very severe; with painful labor you will give birth to 
children. Your desire will be for your husband, and he will rule over you.” That’s why according to 
John 7 Jesus recommended forgiveness *instead* of justice (=stoning) for an adulteress: the 

Father on purpose defined 300-400 parameters in a way to make sure that humanity will move 
further & further away from him, sinking deeper & deeper into sin & hell. 5 examples: 

(1) First God chose the Jewish people as his people & gave them a great many privileges. The 
reason for this choice was that no other people on the planet would have done so much evil & 
brought humanity so far away from God. 

(2) God allowed reptilian Gods like Yahve to pretend they are God & order them nightmarish 

things, e.g. circumcision (Link). 

(3) Then God reduced the lifetime & slowed down the speed of karmic acceleration. Once upon a 
time people lived 10 times longer (MethUSAlah 969 years), which meant that people harvested 

their karma in the *same* life, creating a strong learning effect & thus minimized sin. Then He 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repentance_in_Judaism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_Unforgiving_Servant
https://auslegungssache.at/2238/als-jhwh-mose-toeten-wollte-ex-421-26-i/
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reduced the lifetime at first to 120 years & finally to 70-80 years, so that people usually did *not* 
harvest their karma in the same life – a huge incentive to sin. 

(4) Later he sent his son Jesus Christ, but only made him half-smart, a limitation on the level of the 
2nd of the 5 kanchukas vidya (Link). Example Matthew 24: „But about that day or hour no one 
knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father.“ Normally we associate 
divinity with omniscience, yet Jesus Christ himself admitted that he was *not* omniscient & thus in 
this sense was not 100% God-like. Now I hear the Jesus freaks howling, because their deception 
is without limitation. In addition, Jesus clearly stated in John 14-6 that He is only the door (portal), 

while the true goal is the Father: the Jesus fools remain stuck in the doorframe so-to-speak, 
without moving on. But even the Father is *not* the highest God aspect, only the highest 
accessible in the expiring Kali Yuga. Burkhard Heim has proven in his unified field theory that the 

manifest universe consists of 12 dimensions (12D). Above that we find the God aspects beyond 
the manifest creation: the divine mother (13D) is the lowest divine aspect (ambiguously worshipped 
as ‘Mary’) & yet the only one consistently available in the Kali Yuga (Link). The divine child/ Jesus 
Christ (14D) was only partially available, even less the divine father (15D). 

(5) Jesus was often only allowed to speak highly encoded in allegories, in order to maximize the 
number of wrong interpretations, as part of the testing in the Kali Yuga, Matthew 13: “The disciples 
came to him and asked, why do you speak to the people in parables? He replied, “Because the 
knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of heaven has been given to you, but not to them.” 

Whoever wants to read plain text must read the Vedas, which are older than 5000 years from the 
Dvapara Yuga *without* the veils of the Kali Yuga. In addition, Jesus had to spread half-truths e.g. 
like turning the other cheek (although this is a highly encoded message as well & therefore almost 
always misunderstood), again with the ultimate goal to drive people away from God. The most 
fundamental spiritual misunderstanding is contained in the name God (which is derived from 
‘good’): namely that God is *only* the good. However, this is a dualistic view after having eaten 
from the tree of knowledge, which pulls down towards LoC<600 & thus makes liberation 
impossible. 

The good news is though that on 9/15/23 the Kali Yuga ends & then the curses & veils of the 
Father for the Kali Yuga no longer apply, moreover the circumcised lose their privileges etc. That’s 
why we can soon experience higher God aspects than 15D up until 48D Emerald Order King 
Arthur & the suffering Christ (=lamb) will become the ruling Christ (=lion): partly already in the 7-
year transition period Kali & Satya Yuga 2023-30 & a lot stronger afterwards, in 2030 the very big 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit prophesized in Acts 2: 17-18 begins. Since 11/26/94 Merlin (20D) 
could be accessed by thousands of people, since late 2022 we open the doors towards 24D (Link). 

There are so many different gauges to quantify which vibration is really manifested, e.g. the level of 
consciousness LoC or the spiritual temperature (Link). Moreover, it is good to use the hypersonic 
level in decibel (dB) according to Rainer Gebbensleben (Link). The average Christian prayer only 
manifests somewhat more than 1000 dB: even the weakest of the 7 demonic levels is stronger, i.e. 
*every* minor demon can stop such a prayer (Link). True spiritual healers manifest thousands of 
decibel, as do major Koltsov circles with dozens of plates, where less & less dark hierarchies can 
cope with. The hell queen creates some 4320 dB (432 Hz as the chamber pitch & 432,000 years of 
the Kali Yuga). Unfortunately, the general stance towards prayers is that one should give it a try & 
in the worst case they are not answered: however, this is not true at all, very often they are sin & 
create a string of problems. One problem of weak prayers is that they are often intercepted, 
decoded & answered by dark powers, which opens a portal into the hell realms & pulls the soul into 
these worlds (Link). 

Naturally, the content of prayers is a catastrophe, in 2023 most prayers are sin, as mentioned in 
Psalm 109. One should always ask: what do you want my God, what is now needed most? 
Unfortunately, this question is hardly ever asked, instead a standard list or one’s personal 
shopping list is prayed. 

There are at least 43 different divine presents, e.g. transmissions, stars/ potentials, weapons, 
companions, prayers, songs/ mantras, fire, healing remedies, books/ information, siddhis, qualities 
& blessing parcels/ grace shells, the latter described by Helmut Lungenschmid. There are 2000+ 

different types of weapons, 48 of them being the Indian astras (Link). Books (information) are the 
healing remedy for the complains in Hosea 4-6: “My people are destroyed from lack of knowledge.” 

In the heavenly libraries 100+ billion books exist, John Doe doesn’t own a single one. In the 

Vidyā:%20Shrinks%20universal%20awareness%20and%20limits%20knowledge
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Threefold_Founder_Flame
https://energeticsynthesis.com/resource-tools/blog-timeline-shift/3819-cosmic-founder-god-source-fields
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYLit_6CMGQ
http://www.hyperschall.ch/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/8-Medizinische-Hyperschalldiagnostik.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idWw9YQObH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tIfENhJmyxM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astra_(weapon)
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spiritual world shoes represent knowledge, that’s why they run around barefoot & in hell everyone 
is completely naked. Transmissions are certain capabilities one receives, there are hundreds of 
billions of them, average Joe has only 14 (for the immediate survival). From the Myrddin lineage 
you get 100+ transmissions, David Hawkins had 1000+ before his death. There are 9999 forms of 
divine fire, the prophet Elijah only called down one form. Siddhis are supernatural capabilities, e.g. 
the 7 horns anointing suggested by Pastor Sundhar Selvaraj (Link) or vakku siddhi for senior 
prophets. Songs/ mantras are also important, according to Revelation 14-3 only the 144,000 

chosen ones (with an emerald heart Link) can sing a certain song, namely the heartsong of the 
divine mother. 

These number examples should demonstrate that we must decouple 100% from the thinking of the 
Kali Yuga (like a poor devil) & instead look at the vast abundance of the God worlds, i.e. ask for 
these heavenly treasures. This request is certainly not an ‘option’ or an offer without engagement, 
Matthew 25-29: “For to everyone who has, more shall be given, and he will have an abundance; 
but from the one who does not have, even what he does have shall be taken away.” 

Partly these gifts are openly placed in the field & must be opened & integrated *consciously* by 
prayer - which is almost never the case. It’s like when a parcel service delivers a parcel to your 
mailbox & yet you complain that the parcel hasn’t been delivered. The longer you don’t integrate 
these gifts, the less their benefit, e.g. some of them were actually intended for a special situation in 
the past, they are stolen & always the principle applies: use it or lose it. It is more than absurd 

when the fulfilling of prayers is not realized, similar to the fulfilling of prophecies hardly ever 
realized. God will hardly place His gifts in the aura (i.e. no longer respond to these prayers), when 
His presents are not received or not used. 

(8) No spiritual warfare 

An important of myriads of reasons for lack of prayer answers is that they contain so little spiritual 
warfare (Link), which has been crucial since the beginning of Last Judgment at Pentecost 2019. 
The strong spiritual attacks began soon after my Satori event more than 30 years ago around mid-
December 1992 (first touch of enlightenment on average LoC=585 Link). This was the onset of the 
7 years of *unconscious* warfare, that is how long it took me to realize that something like spiritual 
warfare does exist. The next 7 years were dedicated to learning the base, followed by the 7 years 
of active warfare, then the 7 years of very intense warfare (which began in January 2013) & since 
the huge nuclear battle from December 8th/ 9th, 2020 (the impacts were also noticed by Sergey 
Koltsov Link) I am in the maximum martial activity, with a high leading position in God’s army. 

Spiritual warfare is by far the most demanding, dangerous & difficult of all spiritual activities, yet 
also the one with by far the most positive karma, especially the martyr death (fills the heavenly 
treasure). We will certainly not allow spiritual deserters to enter heaven, because they would 
transform heaven into hell. 

Without doubt, the best individual source for spiritual warfare is Peniel Ngonde (Link) with about 

1000 videos, partly from former satanists betraying secrets: watching 1 hour of these videos every 
day needs several months to work off the list. Also Pastor Derek Prince offers many great lectures 
on that (Link). Pastor Joseph Cortes wrote a series of 8 books on this issue (Link) & Pastor Daniel 
Olukoya a brick of a book (Link). 

One can distinguish 4 levels of warfare (Link), the most important target is to grab the soul (=black 
soul) & the most important battlefield is the mind (Link). On this battlefield the so-called ‘truthers’ 
lost spectacularly in 2020, since 2020 the ‘truthers’ spread even more BS than the lying press. A 
good history comes from John Eckhardt (Link, Link), a long playlist from Robert Clancy (Link). 
Almost all sources go back to the USA (Link, Link): the United Satan has been the most belligerent 
nation in the history of humanity with the biggest number of gun freaks, both on a gross & subtle 
level. 

The book of Rebecca Brown MD (Link) clears up many nonsense & euphemistic theories regarding 

spiritual warfare & gives a realistic impression what to expect on the spiritual frontline. E.g. she 
writes on page 55 that it is rather simple to drive out demons, yet 7 times more difficult to keep 
them out afterwards. On page 63 she made clear that one should by no means live with a black 
soul in a household. However, at a truth content of only 75-80% the book also contains a lot of 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/33402222-last-days-seven-horns-anointing
https://energeticsynthesis.com/resource-tools/news-shift-timelines/3707-emerald-crystal-heart-and-solar-christ-michael
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geistliche_Kriegsf%C3%BChrung
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable#toc14
https://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-175.html
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxKwmi-7KEtXhGFhvId1vUA/videos
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=derek+prince+spiritual+warfare
https://faithconnector.s3.amazonaws.com/teachingfaith/files/spiritual_warfare/spiritual_warfare_volume_1.pdf
https://christiandiet.com.ng/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/101-Weapons-of-Spiritual-Warfare-Dr.-D.-K.-Olukoya-Christiandiet.com_.ng_.pdf
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/4c08c301/files/uploaded/types-of-spiritual-warfare-class-4.pdf
http://library.mibckerala.org/lms_frame/eBook/Spiritual%20Weapons%20to%20Defeat%20the%20-%20Rick%20Renner.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61xlu4w9_9s
http://xtreme4christ.com/Warfare-Prayers/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLg4OPJ0HncR7JeKxAVWSiVgfatZcP9AhM
https://www.google.com/search?q=spiritual+warfare+type%3Apdf&oq=sp&aqs=chrome.3.69i60j69i59l3j69i60l4.3671j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=spiritual+warfare+prayer
https://www.amazon.de/Prepare-War-Rebecca-Brown/dp/0883683245
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baloney. Yet on 1/15/23 her PDF (Link) suddenly opened by itself (through the hands of God) on 
pages 131ff. 

The difference between normal prayers & good warfare prayers is the degree of aggression, i.e. 
the more brutal the better. Our role model is the prophet Elijah, who beheaded the 850 false 
prophets of Queen Jezebel (although he chickened out when it came to Queen Jezebel herself). 
The dark powers laugh at the plain vanilla prayers of the softies. Luke 12-49 is always ignored by 
the Christian fools, thus it should become one of our favorite verses: “I have come to bring fire on 
the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled!” 49-12=37: the global conflagration arrives in the 

year 2037. A very basic warfare prayer is for instance: 

In the name of Jesus Christ I decree that all my enemies with a black soul will be tormented forever 
as much as possible by God’s fire, unless they repent. 

The 120 warfare prayers by Dr. Daniel Olukoya from Nigeria (Link) are a shining example where 
the enemy is attacked “in the name of Jesus Christ” with the greatest possible violence & ferocity 
(e.g. fire), which is exactly the way it is supposed to be & as shown by archangel Michael & his 
warrior angels, beating the shit out of the evil ones 24/7. In early 2023 Olukoya was one of the 

hand-picked list of persons on the planet with an LoC>600 (high 700s), he was born on 7/15/57 
with the sun in a wide orb to heaven’s gate at 108°. However, these 120 war prayers are only for 
bloody beginners, every God warrior needs *thousands* of war prayers. 

All of that was once so much easier, but the spiritual war now in the end times can *only* be fought 
with heaviest offensive weapons, e.g. with the 48 Vedic astras (Link). Into the 20th century light 
defensive weapons were enough, like the 6fold armor of God going back to the wolf in sheep’s 
clothing (Saul Paul), as almost all misleading teachings of the New Testament: 1. belt of truth 2. 

breastplate of righteousness 3. shoes with the gospel of peace 4. shield of faith to extinguish all 
the flaming arrows of the evil one 5. helmet of salvation 6. sword of the spirit = God’s word. 

(9) Proceedings in heavenly courts & legal titles 

In this case it is not entirely clear how long this will still play a role, because of the major changes 
since the beginning of Last Judgment at Pentecost 2019. I went to the heavenly courts for the first 
time about 20 years ago. The pioneer in this respect is Dr. Francis Myles from Zambia (Link). 
There are hundreds of thousands of judges in heaven, on average the court hearing lasts for 15-30 
minutes (which is also the duration of the soul review), i.e. theoretically millions of verdicts can be 
delivered each day. Formerly the outcome of these trials was not sure, but since March 2021 the 
situation has improved a lot. Because on 3/6/21 (1260 days after the Virgo constellation 9/23/17 
mentioned in the Holy Bible) Satan had his last heavenly residence permit revoked, namely as an 
accuser of the sinners. Needless to say, these devils didn’t leave voluntarily, but again archangel 
Michael & his angelic hosts had to kick them out violently, hallelujah! Nobody outside of the 
Amanita readership realized that on this day the prophecy from Apocalypse 12-9 fulfilled, with 

12+9=21 pointing to 2021, i.e. the year was encoded in the Holy Bible. 

Since March 2021 the main problem is that only 1-2% of the souls are present during the court 
session, in which case the case is adjourned & no verdict is decided. Thus the 100% presence 
during the trials must also be part of the prayer, which requires multilocation though, i.e. the 
multiple presence in at least two distinct places at the same time. Saints (miracles siddhis 
LoC>570) of all true spiritual traditions report bilocation, called Tay al-Arz = folding up of the earth 

(Link). Moreover, one should pray to be clothed in righteousness according to Zechariah 3 (Link, 
Link). 

The prayer should be that all injustices & unanswered prayers should be put before the heavenly 
court & especially everything needed to write one’s soul into the heavenly book of life (=make it 
white). In addition, *possibly* one can obtain restraining orders against devils=black souls, also 
against financial demons (Link). Junior prophets like Dr. Maurice Skalar act as a reporter of Last 
Judgment (Link), he wasn’t allowed to see the face of the Father (remained veiled by light) & other 
things. Only senior prophets (LoC>700) are allowed to see God’s face (Link), a sure indication that 
Skalar is pretty far away from God & thus questionable. 

https://www.pdfdrive.com/prepare-for-war-e188145147.html
https://penofthereadywriter.org/120-prayers-to-crush-witchcraft-by-dr-d-k-olukoya/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astra_(weapon)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4shnVyPnwIs
http://www.eslam.de/begriffe/f/faltung_der_erde.htm
http://www.freedomtrust.org.uk/German/articles/Gerichtssystem%20des%20Himmels%20-%20Teil%201.pdf
http://www.freedomtrust.org.uk/German/articles/Gerichtssystem%20des%20Himmels%20-%20Teil%202%20-%20Mobiles%20Gericht.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0-5BXWxs7o&t=354s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6bZExCoBHA
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable#toc12
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(10) Black magic 

Below I only provide a small, by no means complete test list without many explanations, as a base 
for own research: 

* Suctions/ deletions/ stolen & replaced property: heat, light, energy , time, knowledge, sleep, 
weapon, bodies (parts), connection (e.g. with God, soul, presents, partnership/ sexuality, chakras, 
deletions, potentials/ stars, health, qualities, protective layers… This requires retrievals (Link) e.g. 
of the star (=God-given potential for an incarnation) as described in Star Hunters by Pastor Dr. 
Daniel Olukoya (Link). An especially obnoxious theft is flushing away with gross or subtle toilets, 
the locus danger is also discussed by Feng Shui & other sources (Link). The shithouse is ruled by 
the demon (siren) Jacqueline etc. (Link), Jacqueline is the female form of Jacob: Jacob’s ladder 

directly leads into heaven, while the toilet ladder leads down into hell. In the Talmud, the second 
most important Jewish book, the WC demon is called Shed Bet ha-Kise (Link). 

* Energy weapons: arrow/ spear/ trident/ / halberd/ axe/ morning star/ dagger/ snare/ hammer/ 
scythe/, chains, demonic scratches, gun/ shots 

* Arrangements with the black side (Link): treaties (e.g. soul sales), vows, oaths & promises 

* Insignia & property of the black side: e.g. bar codes & QR codes 

* Entities/ accesses/ portals/ wormholes (test list Link): angels, guardians/ punishers/ reptiles/ 
Anunnaki, interdimensional mutants, AI machines, elementals, images/ clones/ pirated material/ 
doppelgänger, archons/ demiurges, negative gurus & lineages, asuras/ titans, friends/ social 
network, false roots (at the acupuncture point kidney 1 on the foot soles), connections with 
negative realms (including ancestral realms), astral debris, knots, pseudo veils, holes/ black stuff, 
masks, camouflages/ deceptions, aura holes, subtle vaccines, burden bearers, UFO landing sites, 
secrets, manipulation images/ dreams/ thoughts brain feces, symbols, invisibilities, implants, 
screen-memories, confusions, catch-22, blackmails, remote controls/ zombification, false kundalini 
snakes, permutation, mirror/ pretense/ side changes left/ right, element spirits/ elementals, anchors 

* Super-imposed/ plans/ curses: e.g. knot magic/ DNA curses like Jacob’s ladder (Link), pearl 
magic, name & number numerology 

* Outer manipulation through installations in the hell realms (altars): closures, set outside of space 
& time, cords/ pipes/ hooks, time, linkages, resonances, tracking devices, evil eye/ handshake, 
electrosmog/ chemtrails, sabotages, false ceilings, time loops, latches/ barrages/ quarantines/ 
cages/ ribbons/ fetters, ban/ bubbles, locks/ lockdowns/ encryptions, chains, prohibition of 
solutions/ stoppers, spiders/ nets, crowd madness/ pain poos, part of hierarchies, ditches/ traps, 
frequency fences, bombs/ accidents, placenta/ dark mother/ dark Madonna Achamoth/ ancestors/ 
genetics, witch's cauldron circles/ circles, shrines - coffins & altars. 

At the birth of each human a coffin is created in hell with the target that the soul will go there after 
death. Hell altars are best known (Link), altars are an interface between man & spiritual worlds & 
have for instance been repaired by the prophet (1 Kings 18-30). Dr. Francis Myles offers many 

definitions for altars (Link): 1. supernatural landing strip 2. power station 3. consecrated place 4. 
place of exchange comma 5. table of fellowship comma a place where covenants are made 6. 
platform where spirits land 7. Place where humanity meets with divinity 8 place of sacrifice 9. place 
of worship 10. Place of prayer 11. Place of communion 12. authority system for promises, vows & 
agreements 13. API between natural & super-natural. All hell installations must be destroyed, 
because they are a huge obstacle against prayers being answered. 

(11) Clearing the past 

Heart walls/ hardened hearts (walls around organs & other walls), posthypnotic suggests, stuck 
emotions emotional resonances, despair anchors & addition energies are explained in the book 
Body Code by Dr. Bradley Nelson & cleared with the aid of magnets. Other starting points: 
traumas, miasma (Link) & psycho-energetic conflicts (books by Dr. Reimar Banis Link). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soul_loss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YokJh1OVIqw
https://listverse.com/2014/04/27/10-toilet-demons-and-deities-from-around-the-world/
https://spiritreports.blogspot.com/search?q=toilet
https://books.google.at/books?id=7tGLEAAAQBAJ&pg=PA257&lpg=PA257&dq=shed+bet+ha-kise&source=bl&ots=BqnOjo5VEe&sig=ACfU3U1nBFsr2yAx7gBZQrPtXlSf0a9ssQ&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjS-OLE59P8AhUBS_EDHcLEDXcQ6AF6BAgeEAM#v=onepage&q=shed%20bet%20ha-kise&f=false
http://www.flowchart-forum.de/artikel.php?id=21&bw=2&bwChange=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ghosts
https://christinecooper.de/leistung/jakobsleiterflueche-aufloesen/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=francis+miles+altars
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjX2DTdH6cQ&t=2094s
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miasmentheorien_(Hom%C3%B6opathie)
https://www.amazon.de/Heilung-durch-Energiemedizin-Verborgene-Konflikte/dp/3866162154
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(12) Assemblage point 

The assemblage point was introduced by Carlos Castaneda (Link), with a number of modifications 
e.g. by Dr. Jon Whale (Link). Normally it is an arm length behind the right shoulder blade & defines 

our consciousness, it can be distorted in many different ways. That’s why more & more jab 
zombies start a right spin just before they leave this planet (Link), as announced in the 2008 film 
The Happening. 2016-23 were the 7 years of the battle for our soul (7th & 8th dimension, LoC<850), 

while the 7 years 2023-30 are the battle for our consciousness (9th-12th dimension) LoC>850), 
especially through extra-terrestrials & the AI artificial intelligence & we see the first signs. In other 
words: at an LoC<850 our fight is mainly against terrestrial beings, at an LoC=850-975 mostly 
against extra-terrestrial beings. It requires an LoC>975 to be immune against that, that’s why 
Moses LoC=910 was heavily influenced by aliens, explaining his support for satanic practices like 
circumcision etc. For humans 144 assemblage points are relevant. 

(13) Soul 

One can broadly quantify the soul condition on a scale 0-100% (soul level), with 100% being the 
best value. Typically, the soul becomes black at a level of 20-30%, in 2023 the global average of 
humanity approaches a beastly 10%. In comparison, at the beginning of the end times in a wider 
sense at the end of the 19th century (beginning of Jewish invasion in Palestine) the soul level was 
still a very high 95%. Even David Hawkins had a soul level of only 10-15% in the 1990s when he 

published his first book & before his death approached 50%. For a long time, he drank the 
cannibalistic witches’ brew Code with the fetal cells HEK-293: nobody with a high soul level will 
drink this devil’s drink. In early 2023 a mere double-digit number of persons had a soul value 
>50%. 

People don’t notice that because of their almost zero soul contact. So at the beginning of the soul 
research you first must establish the soul contact, in 2023 the average person has only 1-2% soul 
contact (the vaccine zombies even less than 1%). Millions of people will die during the soul review, 
when they experience the full ugliness of their soul during the soul review. The average person has 
only 2 tiny opportunities for the soul contact: dreams & orgasm. For the woman the orgasm is more 
difficult to reach because the man has a stronger contact with the light. There is a reason why the 
orgasm is also called the small death (of the ego), and there 85 aspects of the orgasm (the 85 is 
the number of resurrection after death). By no means can we approach this topic with the simplicity 
of crowd madness, e.g. the 72 levels of Hieros Gamos (divine marriage). The second most 
important thing are likely soul possessions & soul strength (ability to suffer): a weak soul can easily 
be overpowered by the evil forces. 

The land of the soul is vast, on the consciousness scale of David Hawkins MD PhD LoC=540-850 

(LoC>850 is the spirit). For the lowest soul aspects LoC=500s we still have words, the very last 
common term is peace for LoC=600, however 600-1000 isn’t part of the regular human life 
experience, so it is usually summarized by just one word (enlightenment/ God unification).  

Expanded index of soul aspects: 

Soul level 0-100% (soul condition), soul color (white/ black)/ soul purity on the Jewish scale 0-50, 
soul strength, soul possession/ siege, extraneous souls, soul temperature, soul partner/ dual souls 
(artificial dualities), soul body, soul loss (especially after trauma), soul guides, galactic soul star (15 

cm above head), soul theft, soul light, soul gland (pineal – as already suggested by René 
Descartes in the 17th century), soul prisons, soul barter (walk-ins), soul family/ over-soul, soul 

harmony, soul calmness, soul group/ monad, collective soul, animal group souls, soul treaty, soul 
look, soul ego, soul fixation, soul plan, individual soul, dark night of the soul, soul rays, soul 
healing, soul roles, soul salvation, soul pain, soul name, soul sound, soul eyes, soul spark/ 

essence (yuan shen), soul dimension, soul size (on average 150-200 m) soul chakra (#12, 6-7 
above the head), soul peace, soul lens, soul heart, soul power (=ability to suffer), soul number 
according to Grigori Grabovoi 5555555, soul connections, soul sale (e.g. also through one’s 

mother Link), soul parts (e.g. disharmony between soul parts), soul door, oversoul paramatma, 
soul frequency, soul shells, soul closure (for protection), soul veil (inner veil), healer soul, soul 

voice, soul channels/ connection (antahkarana), soul access, soul eye (3rd eye), soul chakras (e.g. 
6-7m above head), soul level of consciousness (LoC=560s typical of white souls, LoC<200 black 

https://longsworde.wordpress.com/2018/07/09/the-assemblage-point/
https://www.phoenixdancingwithcrow.co.uk/assemblage-point-realignment
https://orbisnjus.com/2022/10/03/neueste-spaetfolge-der-corona-impfung-die-mysterioese-abwaertsspirale-video/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjAOMrq4rTU
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souls), happiness of the soul (bliss), soul age, soul integration, eight-armed steering wheel of the 
soul according to Arcady Petrov, soul contact, soul task, soul substance (folding), soul home, soul 
travels (astral projection), soul love & soul aggression according to Sergey Lazarev, soul quotient 

according to Andreas Krüger, soul origin, soul foreknowledge, soul root, soul energy (future 
potential, electric-violet), soul intelligence, soul purification, soul matrix according to Varda 

Hasselmann & Lisa Renee (Link), creator souls, transpersonal & transliminal souls, soul classes, 
soul review, soul split, soul price… 

(14) Job & finances 

Whoever has a regular job, creates a lot in 30-60 hours per week – the only question is positive or 
negative, for or against God. When there is something fishy, then it’s almost impossible to correct 
that. Satan has created today’s economic system in a way that only few professions create positive 
karma, most are sin & very negative for the karmic account. Then there is no way to change 
profession, which will be fairly easy soon, because until 2024 everything collapses. 

The financial sector is of course totally bewitched, too. Not only how you spend your money is 
karmically very important, even accepting bewitched money can cause great damage (Link, Link). 

Once upon a time the dollar bills with satanic symbols, but cryptos top that by far. Cryptos were 
created in hell, they are the fallen aspect of the key of David, which was passed to someone from 
the Amanita network on 5/15/15, close to Philadelphia. The subtle fields behind cryptos are very 
strong, weak souls can be easily seized: some of the premium subscribers of Amanita lost their 
soul during crypto transactions. I keep my crypto contacts as small as possible & always have to 
clear myself afterwards intensely. 

Among normal securities difference securities (futures, FOREX & CFDs) are karmically a lot more 
neutral than securities to own (cryptos, stocks, bonds, funds, ETFs etc.) & thus preferable for this & 
many other reasons. However, property also offers some advantages: holding a single common 
stock gives some rights like accessing the shareholders’ meeting etc., the same is true on a subtle 
level. Shortly before the crypto all-time low in 2021 I received the order from the Most High to 
destroy the cryptos: this is much easier when you own cryptos. 

(15) Fusings (partnership & sexuality) 

One must also clear all false mergers, where more than 6000 different types exist, which of course 
can’t be listed here, this alone would fill a whole book. The artificial merger on the soul level 
(artificial dualities) & chakra mergers were described in the books of Dr. Guido Schumacher (Link). 

Conflations automatically arise through social & especially sexual contacts. A white soul must by 
no means have sex with a black soul, let alone with a vaccine zombie. When the black soul of a 
partner has reached the 50th level of impurity on the Jewish scale, then a breakup is inevitable 
because for this soul there is no hope left. In the case of black souls up to the 49 th level of impurity 
a sex-less partnership can be tolerated for some time (until 2024 at most), because then the level 
for a conversion black->white closes almost 100%. 

According to a 10/6/22 divine request, 50-60% of humanity has a demonic marriage = occult 
partner (Link), men are especially married with mermaids, some of them also manifest physically, 
especially close to the sea (Link). These demonic marriages certainly make the soul black, i.e. all 
demonic marriages must be divorced as soon as possible. In the Holy Bible we hear of the beast 
from the earth (=Satan, Yang) & the beast from sea (Queen of the Sea Mary): she has gotten a lot 
stronger since the 20th century, her ideas are the modern satanic ideologies like emancipation, 
feminism, multikulti, climate cult etc. Between these two beasts we find both cooperation as well as 
competition & battles. Something like equality can *never* exist, because God has created every 
human uniquely, with very individual rights, duties & tasks. 

A demonic marriage will almost inevitably lead to the gross sexual life vanishing (shifted into the 
subtle levels) & is also the subtle root of the soaring global barrenness since the Q2/2022. By the 
way, in a divinely ordained partnership (Hieros Gamos) withholding sexuality is a grave sin 
(because of the God-ordained fusion): the angels of marriage shall protect the sexual life & thus 
punished a wife for her sexual refusal (Link). 

https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Soul
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcF_ybu4zrc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aN6AYHIJDdo
https://www.amazon.de/s?k=Guido+Schuhmacher&crid=1A9JD69BJ7XL4&sprefix=guido+schuhmacher%2Caps%2C249&ref=nb_sb_noss_1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirit_spouse
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxKwmi-7KEtXhGFhvId1vUA/search?query=spiritual%20spouse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvDbTJPf-54
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(16) Everyday sins/ karma (lifestyle & personality deficits) 

When analyzing black souls in most cases it’s fairly simple which of the 7 death sins has caused 
them to fall. Now in the end times the most frequent one is the Venus death sin sloth/ idleness/ 
feebleness/ convenience/ cowardice/ mass thinking, which is often considered to be the most 
‘harmless’ one, which is of course not true at all. As a matter of fact, in early Christianity akeda was 
labelled as the most dangerous one, e.g. by the Desert Fathers (Link). The whole technologization 
is an expression of convenience, everything is sacrificed to the noon demon. Instead of the effort of 
thinking yourself the crowd prefers to repeat the empty words of the lying press etc. As always the 
rule is „use it or lose it“: today’s lack of energy is caused by people permanently refusing to do 

what they should do. 

The karmic burden is almost always overlooked by Christian crowd madness, especially by the 
Luther protestutes & loveholics, these junkies need a shot of hyper-grace every day, how 

disgusting! Today’s modern lifestyle has been created in a way be the devil so that it is *enough* to 
create a lot of negative karma every day, which by itself is enough for hellfire unless you create a 
lot of positive karma every day. The nonsense ‘you are saved by faith, not grace’ goes back to the 
wolf in sheep’s clothing Saul Paul: he was the main villain behind the akeda, suggesting that 

passive faith is enough & active work is not required. In contrast, the other authors of the New 
Testament portrayed this issue correctly, i.e. *without* Satan whispering in their ears, e.g. Jacob 2-
22: “You see that faith worked with his works, and by works faith was perfected.” 

The most overlooked form of karma is mental karma created mainly by the brainwashing, already 
believing a lie opens a hell portal, although spreading lies is worse. There is another aspect of 
karma that is never understood, namely the ‘saving’ of karma for the postmortal time (Link). When 
you do something good & already receive the reward for that during your lifetime, then this good 
karma was already burned & does *not* (!) have a postmortal effect. A good example are the good-
doers: they do something which is good in principle & then receive rewards by society in the form 
of attention, publicity, good press, recognition etc. We vaccine deniers were persecuted, attacked, 
insulted, intimidated, dismissed, harassed, pathologized, discriminated, ostracized, socially 
isolated, declared as sub-humans etc.: this is exactly how we could earn a lot of positive karma! So 
one should do as much good as much covertly & not cluck like a hen after having laid eggs 
(Matthew 6): 

Be careful not to practice your righteousness in front of others to be seen by them. If you do, you 
will have no reward from your Father in heaven. So when you give to the needy, do not announce 

it with trumpets, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and on the streets, to be honored by 
others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward in full. But when you give to the needy, do 

not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, so that your giving may be in secret. 
Then your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you. And when you pray, do not be 
like the hypocrites, for they love to pray standing in the synagogues and on the street corners to be 
seen by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward in full. But when you pray, go into 
your room, close the door and pray to your Father, who is unseen. Then your Father, who sees 

what is done in secret, will reward you. 

(17) Closeness -> opening 

On 12/8/22 (Link) Sergey Koltsov admitted that he was ‚closed‘ for a longer time, which means 

about the same as a black soul. Koltsov permanently checks himself with the pendulum, which is 
absolutely necessary in the end times & almost the only way to detect hidden attacks of the black 
side. The Covid plandemic has been set up in a way to close humans as much as possible on all 
levels & this is now in 2023 stronger than *ever* before. Naturally, the so-called ‘truthers’ deny all 
of that because they are almost 100% blind for the higher-dimensional (subtle) consequences of 
the plandemic. One can ask how much one’s system is closed on a scale 0-100%, when 100% 
open is the optimum value. In principle almost everything can be closed: divine & vital lines (God 
connection from the 7 chakras, hands & feet), chakras, energy pathways, kundalini channel, 
organs (especially the heart), 3rd eye, soul, blood vessels… There are myriads of ways to close 
down, e.g. spheres/ bubbles, locks etc. 

https://www.meinekirchenzeitung.at/wien-noe-ost-der-sonntag/c-glaube-spiritualitaet/acedia-traegheit-der-mittagsdaemon_a4547
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VClz0deGbZg
https://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-213.html
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(18) Spiritual & energetic healing remedies 

There are so many different spiritual or energetic tools: devices, symbols, relics, statues, 
essences/ tinctures, images/ audios/ videos. Perhaps 5% of these aids still contribute to one’s 
salvation or health. Most of it is (very) negative & thus a huge burden. However, it is rather difficult 
to determine that, the most important quick test is whether something is popular or not: when 
something is popular among crowd madness, then you should run away as fast as possible. 

(19) Fulfilling of the life task (0-100%) & the star 

This requires not really much prayer but rather a behavioral change, e.g. see 8 factors (Link). One 
can only fulfill one’s life purpose when the star was not stolen or somehow blocked (Link), because 
the star is the God-given potential to fulfill a certain life task. Regarding the star there are almost 
300 parameters to consider & thus thousands of manipulation options (Link). At least 6 different 
stars exit: marriage, profession, sympathy, children, leadership & God’s servant. One of these 
parameters is the shining of the star: in Tarot the star is the 17th card, the star only shines after the 
age of 17 years, usually in the early 20s after the end of adolescence, for a long time 21 years was 
the legal age (Link, Link). During the deflowering of a woman her star flows, although shaking 
hands might already be enough to steal the star. Regarding the topic retrieval & repairing of the 
star I recommend the pastors Peter Okandjo (Link) & Daniel Olukoya (Link). From a statistical 

perspective this is a less frequent factor. 

(20) Prepping 

>95% of the prepping is sin & thus leads into the hell, even changing one’s citizenship might be 
enough if it’s against God’s will (Link). Nobody was born ‚accidentally‘ in a certain nation, we must 
never ever act like the prepper fools who rely exclusively on their ego & rational mind to make 
decisions. 

(21) Dogs 

Dogs are always a demonic portal & nullify spiritual work. In 2023 this probably is the least likely of 
the major sin factors & thus the final point on the list. 

https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog?id=1868
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxKwmi-7KEtXhGFhvId1vUA/search?query=star
https://spiritreports.blogspot.com/search?q=star
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0SNscQPWOg&t=64s
https://ne-np.facebook.com/BibleStudyTuesday/posts/reclaiming-your-star-arise-and-shinewe-have-in-2-kings-811-13-one-of-the-most-di/2580963278848841/
https://spiritreports.blogspot.com/2020/02/peter-okandjo-2.html
https://deliveranceatmountzion.blogspot.com/2015/03/prayer-to-recover-my-star.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_2z_gb8yaE

